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First female medical student in the
Netherlands (1871, Aletta Jacobs)
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Where?

University of Groningen 2
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Subjects workshop
§ Competences and learning outcomes
§ Teaching methods, learning activities,
assessmentmethods
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Process development degree programme
1. Metaprofile: what should a student know/be able to
(ac/prof)
2. Translation of profile to competences (gen./
subj.spec.) and learning outcomes
3. Translation of profile to curriculum (content
+structure)
4. Translation to modules and approaches towards
teaching, learning and assesment
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› Each profile is based on a set of key competences that
the student should develop in the framework of the
degree programme
› Competence: Quality, Capacity, Skill, Ability
developed by the student; belongs to the student
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Learning outcome
› Is a measurable result of a learning experience
› To ascertain to which level a competence has been
formed
› -> NOT property unique to each student
› Statement of/describes what student demonstrably
knows/is able to after completing the course/
programme
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Relating Learning outcomes & competency
Competency:
1. Knowledge of and ability to interpret and apply the
general principles of law and the legal system
2. Capacity to work (autonomously) in a legal or an
interdisciplinairy team
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Learning outcomes course related to competency
Course:
Introduction to Law

• Identify the sources and various
branches of law.
• Demonstrate understanding of the
general theory of law.
(comp. 1)
• Debate legal issues and solve basic
problems through team work.
(comp. 2)
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How to describe/write competence
› Short statement
› Indicates area of capability
• Research
• Teamwork
• Problem solving
• Creativity
• Communcation skills
• Communication of information
• Knowledge of ….
• Analytical skills
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examples
1. Planning and time management
Capacity to plan and manage projects, taking into
account time and personnel constraints
2. Teamwork
Capacity for working in a team and for assuming
responibility for certain tasks
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How to write learning outcomes
Characteristics:
› Specific
› Objective
› Achievable
› Useful
› Relevant
› Standard-setting
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Learning outcomes
Key components:
› Active verb form ( list, describe, resolve, analyse)
› Indication type of learning to be achieved
› Subject matter of the learning
› Indication of standard/level of learning
› Scope/context of the LO
› N.b. Bloom’s taxonomy
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example
Key competence Bachelor of Law Groningen
Has knowledge of and understanding of the international and European Law as
distinct jurisdictions as well as in their relationship with national law in particular
Private Law, Criminal Law, Public Law and Commercial Law
Key competence one course: European Law (2nd year bachelor) course (the result)
Has a thorough understanding of the essential elements of the European Union
legal order, its distinct methodology, its constitutional structure, the law of the
internal market, and the system of judicial protection established by the Treaties.
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Some examples of LOs from the course European law
1. Demonstrate an understanding of the structure, institutions,
sources of law and law-making procedures of the European Union
and is able to explain in a clear manner how EU law is enforced
and the interaction of the European Union Legal Order with the
legal systems of its member states;
To demonstrate

Understandin structure, institutions,
g
sources of law and lawmaking procedures of the
European Union;

To explain
In a clear
manner

verb

type

subject

standard

- how EU law is
enforced
- the interaction of
the European
Union Legal Order
with the legal
systems of its
member states

Scope/context
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2. Apply legal knowledge learnt during the course and to use
appropriate interpretative techniques to address and give a
reasoned resolution of a problem / case study in a paper of
around 400 words
To address

- Using
A legal
interpretative problem/
techniques
casestudy
- Applying
legal
knowlegde
learnt during
the course

A reasoned
resolution

Paper of
around 400
words

verb

type

standard

Scope/context

subject
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Ability to make measurements of physical quantities and to pursue an
investigation by the design, execution and analysis of experiments, to
compare results with existing knowledge and theories, and to draw
conclusions (including degree of uncertainty).
Ability to
make

Measurement Physical
s (knowledge) quantities

Pursue an
investigation
by the design,
execution and
analysis of
experiments

Compare
results with
existing
knowledge
and theories,
and to draw
conclusions
( including
degree of
uncertainty)

Verb

type

standard

Scope/
context

subject
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Creativity
Level
Bachelor

Program learning outcomes
Demonstrable ability to generate and
convey new ideas or to generate
innovative solutions to known problems or
situations

Masters

Demonstrable ability to generate
original, quality ideas that can be
made explicit and defended in both
known and unfamiliar situations

doctorate

Demonstrable ability to contribute
original, practical, applicable and
complex ideas and solutions that affect
self and own processes as well as others.
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Level
bach

mast

doct

Program learning outcomes
The nurse can work closely with individuals, groups and
carers, using a range of skills to carry out comprehensive,
systematic and holistic assessments. The assessments must
take into account current and previous physical, social,
cultural, psychological, spiritual, genetic and environmental
factors that may be relevant to the individual and their
families.
In his/her designated speciality, the nurse must demonstrate
his/her mastery of advanced nursing skills, (including
diagnostic and therapeutic techniques) to assess and manage
patients with complex health/illness states.
Can demonstrate a systematic acquisition and understanding
of a substantial body of knowledge which is at the
forefront of the discipline of nursing, or an area of
professional nursing practice.

